### Alarms

**Area**
- Touch screen technology
- Interfaces with BMS
- Field adjustable
- CSA / UL Listed and NFPA Compliant

**Master**
- Modular design with 10 point panels
- 2 sizes available: 30 point maximum or 50 point maximum
- Adjustable alarm repeat interval

**Retrofit**
- Update existing alarms without disturbing the wall
- Includes power supply, front display panel, cover frame, and sensors for Area Alarm applications
- Available for most manufacturers’ alarms

### Outlets

**Wall, Console, and Ceiling**
- Available in multiple styles
- Accepts Chemetron®, Diamond, Puritan-Bennett®, and DISS specific adapters

**Retrofit**
- Convert from quick connect Diamond 2 or 3 to Diamond or DISS compatible outlet
- Outlet consists of a rough-in retrofit kit, latch valve, and trim plate
**Integrated Flowmeter**

- Combines an oxygen or air latch valve with a permanently attached flowmeter
- Extra port provides flexibility to attach another flowmeter, hose, or other device without taking up extra space
- Two ports included: Thorpe Style Flowmeter combined with choice of DISS, Ohmeda, or Chemetron coupler
- Available in several flow ranges

**Hoses**

- Available in custom lengths and configurations
- Hose retractors may be mounted directly on the ceiling outlet or to the ceiling
- Variety of gases available
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**Digital Gas Manifolds**

- Digital pressure display
- Automatic high pressure manifolds for uninterrupted supply of gas at constant pressure
- Available for all medical gases
- May be configured for up to 20 cylinders
- UL listed components and NFPA compliant
- Liquid systems also available
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**Zone Valve Boxes**

- Able to accommodate up to 5 valves
- Standard depth is 4", 6" deep box available for larger valves
- Each valve is equipped with a gauge and dual gauge ports
- Tinted plexiglass cover allows for monitoring of gauges